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amplitudes must vary directly as the volume of the particle and inversely as the distance from it. That is,
N = ~/(X),
in which N is some number, L a unit of length, and /(X) that function of X that renders the equation dimensionless. Hence,
/(X) = X-2,
and, therefore, the ratio of the two intensities is proportional to X~4. Obviously, then, light from a serene sky should belong essentially to the blue or short wave-length end of the spectrum.
If, as commonly expressed, the displacement in the incident wave is
A cos ( ~\~ }> in which A is the amplitude; v the velocity of light, X the
wave length; and t the time since any convenient instant when the displacement was A, then the corresponding acceleration is
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Hence, the force that would have to be applied to a sufficiently minute particle in order that the wave might pass over it undisturbed is
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in which D' and D are the optical densities of the particle and ether, respectively; and T the volume of the particle. And this, as explained, is also the expression for the opposite force which, if operating alone on the ether, would produce the same light effects that actually are induced by the particle in question.
Now it has been shown by Stokes,1 and also by Lord Rayleigh,2
that the displacement X produced by the force F cos —r— is given by the
expression
„      F sin a        Sir,          .
X =------—f:- cos -—(vt — r),
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in which a is the angle between the direction of the force and the radius vector r that connects the center of the force with the point at which the displacement is observed.
On substituting for F its value, one finds that
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X = A----=-------— sin a cos ---(vt — r).
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Hence, the intensity of the light scattered by a single particle is
sm
1 Camb. Phil Trans., 9; 1, 1849; Math, and Phys. Papers, 77, pp. 243-328. zPhil. Mag. ,41; 107, 1871.

